Abstract-Pedestrian tracking and detection of crowd abnormal activity under dynamic and complex background using Intelligent Video Surveillance (IVS) system are beneficial for security in public places. This paper presents a pedestrian tracking method combing Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) detection and particle filter. This method regards the particle filter as the tracking framework, identifies the target area according to the result of HOG detection and modifies particle sampling constantly. Our method can track pedestrians in dynamic backgrounds more accurately compared with the traditional particle filter algorithms. Meanwhile, a method to detect crowd abnormal activity is also proposed based on a model of crowd features using Mixture of Gaussian (MOG). This method calculates features of crowd-interest points, then establishes the crowd features model using MOG, conducts self-adaptive updating and detects abnormal activity by matching the input feature with model distribution. Experiments show our algorithm can efficiently detect abnormal velocity and escape panic in crowds with a high detection rate and a relatively low false alarm rate.
I. INTRODUCTION
Intelligent Video Surveillance (IVS) is a synthetic application of a variety of sciences and technologies related to computer vision. It employs image processing, pattern recognition, artificial intelligence and other technologies to process and analyze the video image sequences captured by monitoring system, intelligently understands video content and makes quick response. Generally, what intelligent video surveillance concerns and studies is the moving object in video. By means of detecting, identifying, tracking, comprehending and etc., features such as color, shape, contour and gradient are extracted. Attitude, velocity, trajectory and other movements are recorded to help researchers identify target class, comprehend target behavior and therefore make judgment, early warning, management and other related decisions correctly.
With the widespread applications of IVS technology in numerous fields of human society, it has become one of the core requirements concerning human detection and behavior analysis. After "9•11" attacks, every country in the world has a new insight of international terrorism and domestic security situation, and strengthens the monitoring management of densely crowd places. More and more video surveillance systems aiming at pedestrians emerge in airports, stations, ports, banks, squares and some other important places. Crowd control and pedestrian security problem in public places have been a great challenge. By 2008, there are approximately 2 million cameras used for city surveillance and alarm system in China, and by 2011, "National Urban Alarm and Monitoring System Construction Pilot Project (3111 pilot project)" has covered every prefecture-level city of all the provinces, municipalities and autonomous regions nationwide. As shown in "China Security Industry Twelfth Five-Year (2011-2015) Development Plan", the output value of China's video surveillance system will exceed 100 billion Yuan by 2015, accounting for more than 55% of security electronic products. Yet in these projects and programs, dynamic detection, dynamic early warning, intelligent analysis and processing of video image, biometrics identification and other major content are inseparable from the related researches of pedestrian motion detection and analysis.
Recent several years has witnessed enormous amount of efforts invested to the research of intelligent video surveillance area from academia to industry, and many practical results have already been achieved. [2] to develop the monitoring system applicable for campus. Some mature systems have also been widely used in terms of civilian research. Wren et al. [3] developed a Pfinder (person finder) system suitable for single non-occluded pedestrian and fixed camera case, allowing real-time detection and tracking of pedestrian under complex environment. Lipton et al. [4] studied a system using network connected to multiple cameras, which achieved detection and tracking of multiple pedestrians and vehicles in a large scale range and monitoring their activities over a relatively long period of time. In 2005, several European organizations jointly developed the ISCAPS (Integrated Surveillance of Crowded Areas for Public Security) projects, which primarily studied human auto-monitoring technology used for discovering potential security threat in dense region of crowd.
In recent years, researches that can be applied to the analysis of human behavior mainly focused on the detection, tracking, recognition of object and a higher level of behavior analysis. Continuous improvement in detection accuracy, robustness and rapidity has been regarded as major direction, therefore a number of new solutions and algorithms arise. For target tracking, the primary methods included those focusing on local object feature [5] [6], approaches of establishing tracking model [7] [8] [9] and those based on active contour [10] [11], the emphasis of these literatures involved multi-objective, camera motion and other complex issues. On the basis of traditional use of Kalman filter, the method adopting particle filter [12] is now in rapid development. In terms of pedestrian identification, the research program concentrated on using pattern recognition method for classification, and research content mainly consist of feature extraction and classifier construction. Methods based on motion characteristics [13] [14] and shape property [15] [16] were applied with regard to feature extraction, motion characteristics primarily referred to the specific rigidity and periodicity of human motion, while shape property can be comprised of region dispersion of image, aspect ratio, gradient and many other characteristics. As for the construction of classifier, methods include SVM and Boost are commonly adopted in research with the intent of shortening training time and improving classification rate during detection process.
Some algorithms for human behavior recognition, crowd behavior analysis and abnormal detection have also gained extensive attention over the past few years [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . Assheton and Hunter [23] presented the mixture of uniform and Gaussian Hough Transform for shapebased object detection and tracking, proposed a variant of the generalized Hough transform. Liu, Chang and Guo [24] proposed a probability-based pedestrian mask prefiltering to filter out non-pedestrian regions meanwhile retaining most of the real pedestrians.
Particle filtering method has proven to be useful in dealing with non-linear, non-Gaussian systems, therefore, it can be applied to the handling of complex dynamic scenarios during target tracking process. In recent years, tracking algorithm which employs particle filter method continues to develop, however, targeted processing under complex situations such as camera lens moving and pedestrian scale change is still difficult to achieve when dealing with target pedestrian in video, which may lead to tracking errors and even loss of target. In order to improve tracking result of video image-based pedestrian tracking, we adopt the structure of basic particle filtering method to propose a method of pedestrian motion tracking which integrates particle filter with HOG feature detection. HOG provides an explicit description of the shape of local object in the image depending on the statistics of histogram distributions in gradient orientation, which exhibits significant effect on the classification of target pedestrians.
Humans are social animals and urban environment is the distribution center of human. Therefore, capturing crowd in usual city video surveillance systems is a quite common phenomenon. While crowd behavior, especially abnormal behavior usually contains some important information required in monitoring and early warning. As a consequence, detection of abnormal crowd behavior has become the object that intelligent video surveillance system focuses on and studies as well as a research hotspot in pedestrian motion analysis in recent years. Hence, we shall study the detection of abnormal activity in crowds, by extracting crowd feature, estimate motion parameters of crowd-interest points via block matching method, and then employ motion parameters analysis method to detect crowd gathering, dispersing, stranding, running and other group behaviors.
II. PEDESTRIAN TRACKING INTEGRATING HOG DETECTION WITH PARTICLE FILTER
During the process of pedestrian tracking, the proposed method firstly establishes a dynamic model which describes the target location and then adopts particle filter algorithm to conduct pedestrian tracking. After obtaining the region of target pedestrian, we use the method of HOG feature detection to implement classification of pedestrians in the specified region, and modify the position of the tracked object according to the result of pedestrian detection, thus improve the sampling of particle filter to reduce the tracking error.
A. Tracking Model
The position of target pedestrian is defined using a rectangular detection window, the state vector is described as [ , , , ] X x y w h  , where ( , ) xy is in the center of the detection window, , wh are width and height of window respectively. Based on the second-order autoregressive model, the system is described as follows: 
where, k  is a zero-mean Gaussian random process vector whose variance vector is adjusted appropriately according to scenarios. The scale and rotation invariance of the color characteristic of an object makes it suitable to be used in tracking process. Hence, our algorithm adopts color histogram distribution as the observation model and performs in HSV (hue, saturation, value) space. Taking 10 segments quantified on three components H, S, V respectively, the histogram is consequently divided into segments M=1000. Let p be the target model, ( , ) q x y denotes the color histogram of the ( , ) xy centered detection region, ( , ( , )) l p q x y and ( , ( , )) d p q x y are similarity and distance between the two respectively. According to Bhattacharyya coefficient, we have:
where
hi are their respective color histogram component.
When the position of object in time 1 k  is obtained through observation and estimation, expand a certain range around from this position (the scale of the extended area can be preset according to experiences), HOG pedestrian detection can be conducted in this relatively larger region. The region of pedestrians is decided via HOG classifier, and its credibility is calculated based on the position information and color histogram. Select the region with the maximum credibility and exceeding the threshold l  as a new template, re-enter particle filter initialization step and continue tracking process.
B. Algorithm Steps
The proposed tracking algorithm in this paper is integrated with HOG detection on the basis of general particle filter algorithm flow. The steps can be described as follows:
Step 1. Initialization. Establish the model when 0 k  , extract color histogram from the targeted template, then extract
Step2. Particle prediction. Based on the particle swarm 
Step5. HOG pedestrian detection. Calculate the probability after estimation, the obtained position is Step6. Resample. To solve particle lacking problem and retain particles with large weight, exclude particles whose weight is less than threshold l  and fill the new
, then go to the particle prediction step.
C. Experimentmal Results for Tracking Algorithm
In order to verify the tracking effect of our algorithm, we carry out pedestrian tracking experiment in video sequences. The configuration of the running computer is Pentium Dual Core (2.20GHz CPU) and 2G Mb ROM. Experimental parameters are set: dynamic model parameters 1 2 A  , 2 1 A  , credibility threshold l   0.5 , particle number 100 N  . We performed experiment on the videos with dynamic background existing dynamic panning and zooming changes, the tracked object is among a plurality of pedestrians and varies in size attributed to the difference in distance in video sequence. Compared with general particle filter algorithm the experimental results are shown in Figure 1 . We can see from the comparison: our algorithm outperforms the general particle filter tracking algorithm in tracking results with less tracking error in dynamic video, it offers a better adaptability to background and target scale changes with the integration of HOG detection which can modify particle sampling during the tracking process
We further carry out tracking experiment for pedestrians in more complex and versatile video image sequences, the results are shown in Figure 2 . During the process of video capture, there exists simple movement of lens stretch and directional movement in camera and significant changes in the size of tracked pedestrians. Sequential tracking of pedestrians in this video cannot be achieved using common data-driven algorithm and traditional particle filter methods; however, our algorithm implements comparatively complete tracking which can handle these complex situations more effectively.
III. CROWD ABNORMAL DETECTION
The study of current crowd behavior analysis can be divided into two categories according to the difference of the target concerned: individual-based analysis and entirety-based analysis. Individual-based analysis aims at single pedestrian target, which recognizes individual behavior pattern through analysis and furthermore analyzes abnormal behavior after obtaining crowd motion information. However, in cases of comparatively dense crowd, segmentation and tracking of individuals will become difficult owing to the severe occlusion in pedestrians. Hence, the entirety-based analysis which extracts crowd characteristic parameters to detect abnormal activity has attracted considerable attention. In this paper, we present an algorithm i.e. analysis and modeling of the feature parameter of crowd interest point. First, extract POI (Points of Interest) in crowd within the monitored region, then analyze the statistical eigenvalues such as number of POI, density, velocity and direction of movement, extract these features to build the Gaussian mixture model of crowd eigenvalues to describe crowd behavior and perform updating and maintenance. As to the detection of crowd behavior, we match the POI feature extracted from the input image each time with the Gaussian mixture model established after a period of training, abnormal event is considered to have been detected if there is a mismatch.
A. Gaussian Mixture Background Model
Gaussian mixture background model can well describe the feature distribution of pixel when operating background modeling and object segmentation on video image sequence. In this section, we apply this model to the establishment of the description model of group feature in crowd video image sequence. Set X to be the color value of certain pixel, then it can be approximated by the weighted sum of several Gaussian distributions, suppose that a serials of historical data set of X in time t is expressed as 12 { . , , } t X X X , thus the probability of current t X is defined as follows: 
Use online K-means approximation method to estimate the parameters of X distribution, the weight is updated as follows:
where  is learning rate. If current X is located in a tripling standard deviation range of certain normal distribution, we consider that a match occurs, otherwise it is deemed as unmatched. The mean and variance remain unchanged for each unmatched normal distribution, while for those matched they are updated as below:
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After obtaining the parameters of each current normal distribution, we determine which normal distribution the current variable value belongs to. The self-adaptive background model is ultimately comprised by the mixture of the first B distributions which possess relatively large weight and small volatility, it can be obtained as follows:
where T is a threshold. Then, we determine whether the current pixel values match the mixture of normal distribution of background or not, those unmatched are regarded as foreground object.
B. Abnormal Detection Process
We characterize the distribution condition of crowd feature via Gaussian mixture model, detect features which are unmatched with the established group feature model by the way of background segmentation, thus detect anomalous event occurred in crowd. In the following section, we will take the analysis of velocity feature anomaly of some ROI (Region of Interest) as an example to discuss the establishment and update method of feature model. Let V be the crowd velocity feature of certain region in the image, describe the probability distribution of V in certain cell region of video image using the mixture of K normal distribution, if V is characterized as the mixture of three kind of movement patterns: high, medium and low, the value of K is taken as 3. Take the following steps to establish and update the model of crowd velocity parameter V :  with regard to one of these distributions, then we consider that the input feature is matched with the current distribution, vice versa.
Step 3. Model update Update the parameter of matched distribution according to the following equations:
(1 ) ( ) ( )  is the weight learning rate, and , kt  is described as the weight, indicating the probability of the occurrence of the k th distribution. The weight can be updated below:
where ,1 kt M  takes the value of 1 if a match occurs, otherwise it is 0.
Step 4. Abnormal detection Sort the k distributions in descending order according to /  . With the proceeding of model training process, distributions with frequent occurrences and relatively small variance will be placed to the front of the queue after several times of sorting. We consider the eigenvalues which frequently occur as a representation of normal event, analogically we can think of it as the background in the image; while anomalous event, which corresponds to the part that does not match the model, is regarded as the foreground analogically. Hence, a method of background segmentation of Gaussian mixture model can be employed to detect anomalous event, that is, if the currently input feature is matched with one of the first B distributions, we consider it is normal condition in current ROI, otherwise, an exception is considered to have been detected. Here, B is defined as follows: where B T is a preset threshold, the bigger B T is, the smaller the chances that detected abnormal condition occurs in history are.
Similarly, a variety of anomalous events occur in crowd scenarios can be detected. The modeling analysis of POI features is suggested in order to analyze anomalous event in ROI. First, select the POI of the characterized crowd in ROI, next extract quantity, velocity, direction and other statistical characteristics of POI, and then utilize the Gaussian mixture model which established multiple feature of the crowd. When operating background segmentation through model training and updating, the input feature which matches features such as quantity, velocity and movement direction of POI belongs to the background distribution; and the unmatched input feature with small occurring probability thus belongs to the foreground, indicating the occurrence of abnormal condition. Abnormal motion of crowd can be detected after the segmentation of these foregrounds.
C. Experimental Results and Analysis
Experiment is conducted on our algorithm using VC and OpenCV2.0 platform and algorithm performance is tested as well. The configuration of the running computer is Pentium Dual Core (2.20GHz CPU) and 2G Mb memories. The video data set used in tests consists of two parts, namely, UCSD Library (Unusual crowd activity dataset of University of Minnesota; UCSD anomaly detection dataset) and video segments collected in campus road circumstances during and after class time period.
In the experiment, we employ our algorithm to conduct anomaly detection to each frame in the video sequence of crowd motion and figure out the number of frames where an anomaly is detected, when the number of abnormal frames in a video sequence exceeds the preset threshold, anomalous event in crowd is considered to have occurred in this video segment. Figure 3 shows the condition of algorithm detection when there exists crowd anomaly in video, the crowd is walking randomly at first, and soon afterwards fleeing phenomenon occurs suddenly. As is shown in chart (a), we intercept a frame of detection result image in the process of dispersed crowd running, the rectangular box is the interest detection region set by users and the inside area of rectangle is lit up (covered with a red mask ) attributed to the detection of anomalies; chart (b) describes the state curve plotted through calculation during the detection process of algorithm, where the curve below shows the status in testing process, the normal state point is indicated by a small dot while the abnormal state point is represented by a large dot, therefore, the latter part which is thicker refers to a series of abnormal state points having been detected, it means abnormal events occur when the number of points exceeds the preset threshold.
We have examined several videos which involve anomaly event in crowd. As is shown in Figure 4 , images in column (a) describe normal crowd motion before the occurrence of abnormal condition; column (b) corresponds to a frame of abnormal event occurring subsequently in video. The sequence of testing video is from the top down and abnormal conditions include sudden crowd dispersal, swift passing of rider and unexpected curved running. The rectangles in figures refer to the interest detection region that users select to set, when there is an anomaly with crowd detection parameters in detection box, the algorithm will light up the inside area of detection box (filled with a red mask).
We record the results of abnormal detection in these three testing videos and compare the results of our algorithm with SF algorithm [25] and MDT algorithm [26] , the results are shown in table 1.
In the accuracy aspect of detection results, our abnormal detection model algorithm reaches 81% in average detection rate with the average fault alarm rate as low as 2%, that is, we achieve relatively high detection rate while keeping the fault alarm rate comparatively low. And in view of the execution speed of algorithm, the proposed method can basically detect 5 frames of images with a scale of 320×240 per second. However, MDT algorithm is low in execution speed with the time required to detect an even smaller image up to 20 seconds. In this paper, we study the pedestrian tracking and detection of abnormal crowd behaviors. For the pedestrian tracking, we adopt the model-driven idea, considering the unsuitability of general tracking algorithm in cases of pedestrian target scale change and camera motion, particle filter framework is adopted to establish the observation model via color histogram and implement sampling correction using HOG detection. Our algorithm takes advantage of the insensitivity of color histogram feature to target scale change and partial occlusion and utilizes the substantially high detection accuracy rate of pedestrian under dynamic background in HOG algorithm. The experimental results show that our algorithm achieves pedestrian target tracking under the video condition of dynamic background and camera motion with less tracking error compared to conventional particle filter algorithm, moreover, it exhibits significant tracking effect on complex videos with camera motion and pedestrian scale change which cannot be successfully tracked using traditional method.
For the detection of abnormal events in crowd, we present the following method in this paper: analyze the parameters of feature point from an overall perspective, establish crowd feature Gaussian mixture model and perform self-adaptive updating, and detect abnormal event in crowds by the matching operation between the input feature and model background distribution. Segmentation and tracking of individual object is dispensable in our algorithm and the training of Gaussian mixture model is relatively simple and swift, thus enabling quick and efficient feature extraction and anomaly detection of crowd. As experimental results demonstrate, abnormal phenomena in crowd such as fleeing and speed jump can be detected in a relatively low false alarm rate by the proposed method, moreover, our algorithm outperforms SF and MDT algorithm with higher detection accuracy and faster velocity.
